
Outsourced Services

To effectively promote the clients ongoing and completed projects, we required

the assistance of a professional graphic designer to create a simple yet stand-

out design that ties into the clients existing branding. 

 

The design template was very effective in creating a diversity of content on the

timeline, advertise the client’s unique selling points and elevate the brand

presence. 

 

Competitor Analysis

Our Engagement Sessions were a key component in achieving the client's

requests which was successfully achieved. One of the main criteria the client

wanted us to achieve was for them to stand out as glass specialists, and

therefore we wanted to do this by presenting J & C as a leading figure

amongst competitors.

 

Prior to starting the social media management, J & C had 54 page followers

compared to their competitor who had 632 followers.

 

Currently (dated May 21’), that competitor has 1,238 followers whilst J & C

Architectural has 1,109 followers. This data reveals that within 11 months, we

were able to grow the J & C LinkedIn page by 1914.81%, with +1,034 new page

likes and therefore, we were able to meet the influential level of competitors

within the glazing industry on LinkedIn within a relatively short amount of time. 

 

Since LinkedIn only allows managers of Business Pages to invite 100 users to like

the page each month, we’re very happy with these results. 

 

Data Generated 

This is also to be said for the client’s LinkedIn Account, which, prior to starting

social media management had 327, and now has 1,855 connections. This is a

total increase of 467.28% ( +1,528 new connections), which predominantly

consists of the client’s target customers. 

 

To date, J & C Architectural is one of the leading pages in terms of high-page

following within the glass industry on LinkedIn. 
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Engagement Sessions

The success of the daily engagement sessions is also apparent

when reviewing the ‘Top Industry’ function on LinkedIn. Prior to

starting social media management, the ‘Top Industries’ following

the J & C LinkedIn page were Construction (35 followers),

Marketing and Advertising (11), and Higher Education (7). 

 

The latest data reveals that the ‘Top Industries’ following the

LinkedIn page are Construction (427 followers), Architecture and

Planning (143) and Building Materials (34). The rest of the list also

includes Real Estate Design, Civil Engineering and Glass, Ceramics

and Concrete. 

 

Considering the client’s target customers were Architects,

Quantity Surveyors, Estimators and Design Managers, we were

very happy with these results. 

 

Summary

Overall, we very pleased to say that we successfully achieved the

goals outlined by the client and received excellent data to

support the results.  

 

From a spike in LinkedIn page and website visitors, to effectively

promoting the J & C services and projects, plus raising the profile

of the page and profile with daily Engagement Sessions

(delivering a total of 527 comments on target customers posts,

and 2,225 likes!).
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